
space  
DIVISION

SPACE ENHANCERS

Products that create
PRIVACY and DEFINITION



define, divide and 
CONQUER
Space division is an important element in creating privacy and 
defining distinct work zones within your organization. Non-
permanent products, like freestanding partitons, mobile screens, 
and desktop panels, allow you to customize and configure your 
floor plan for optimal functionality. In addition to eliminating visual 
distraction, many space division products are also built with acoustic 
properties that further reduce distractions throughout the workday. 
As an added benefit, these elements incorporate layers of interest 
through color, texture, and pattern.





PRODUCTS SHOWN

ezoBord Work Zone Divider; fluidconcepts Truss, Edge, and 
Sophi; Eurotech Ergohuman; Nook Huddle Pod; Magnuson 
Group Calma; Claridge Pitch; Indiana Furniture Runna







When major architectural renovations are out of the question, you can still 
find ways to mazimize your space and create new collaborative areas using 
freestanding structures that are easy to specify and install. There are stand-
alone or fully enclosed room-within-a-room solutions that nicely address the 
need for additional space, while keeping a tight budget in mind. Dividers can 
also differentiate space when configured in a linear wall application, potential-
ly adding multifunctional elements to the wall, including tack or markerboards, 
glass panels for light throughput, and planters and signage to finish the space.

AN OUTSTANDING 
stand-alone space





Adaptable space division options 
like freestanding screens or mobile 
boards provide clear delineation 
between work and team spaces.

Freestanding and mobile acoustical 
screens and communication boards 
are simple to move as individual or 
team space needs change. They’re 
also multifunctional, adding to your 
design aesthetic by incorporating 
color, texture, and material elements 
that can inspire or calm the mood 
of the space. Available in a vast 
collection of shapes and sizes, these 
dividers are some of the most cost-
effective solutions to a variety of 
space division needs. 

SIMPLE & 
EFFECTIVE



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Indiana Furniture Fifteen Pods, Triple Play, and 
One10; Magnuson Group KASKAD





PRODUCTS SHOWN
ezoBord Work Zone Dividers, Safco Mirella, 
Safco Reve, Safco Twixt



Adaptiveness is the key for success in modern workspace design. Space 
division elements can be incorporated into open plan environments to meet 
both immediate and long-term space needs. Ceiling-installed dividers, in 
particular, can easily be re-positioned and suspended to shape any space for 
frequently changing use scenarios. They also account for other needs within 
an environment, like overhead lighting or visual and acoustical features.

SUSPENDED &       
sound-absorbing 





clearly 
DEFINED

PRODUCTS SHOWN
Claridge Mobile Room Dividers, KFI 
Studios Kool, KFI Studios Workwell

One key consideration in rethinking 
the office is creating spaces within 
open plan environments that 
employees are comfortable return-
ing to. Continue to serve the original 
intent of increased collaboration and 
knowledge sharing, while clearly 
communicating physical distancing, 
circulation patterns, and spatial 
context in a way that ensures people 
using the space can be and feel safe.

In open plan spaces, keep safety 
precautions intact using some 
simple space division solutions 
that deliver.







PRODUCTS SHOWN 
Claridge Switch Mobile, Magnuson Group 
KASKAD Planters

MOBILE WHITEBOARDS 

Divide space and bring added 
functionality.

MULTITASKERS



PLANTERS 

Define using biophlic design.



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Magnuson Group MALVA and PIC; 
Lesro Willow; fluidconcepts Reception; 
Nook Solo Booth; Eurotech iOO 





Complete the space 
with thoughtful 
design details and 
environmental             
improvements like 
sound-masking and 
air purification to 
further enhance 
productivity and 
well-being.

PRODUCTS SHOWN
FUNC. Bunji, Nook Solo 
Booth, Special-T Ella, 
Magnuson Group NUTA



Professional-grade air 
purifiers eliminate the 
spread of germs and viruses.

Green walls and plants increase 
human connectivity with the 
natural world.

Acoustic panels reflect the design 
of the workspace while removing 
echo and noise.

Need help finding a space division solution? Reach out 
to our support team with any questions.

other bright 
IDEAS






